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THE COUNTDOWN BEGINS...

The General Assembly of the Royal Astronomical Society is but a few days

away. Between Wednesday, May 16th, and Friday evening, May 18th, dozens of dele
gates from all parts of Canada will converge on the city of Edmonton to take part
in the first General Assembly of the Society to be held in Western Canada.

It promises to be a most enjoyable week-end, and if its success is depend
ent in any way on the amount of work put into the extensive planning for the meet
ing, it should be a highly rewarding achievement.

Many members of the Edmonton Centre have devoted a great deal of time and
effort in making the necessary arrangements for the Assembly. The first results
of this effort are already evident — even before the official opening Of the

national meeting. A much greater attendance than originally anticipated is indi

cated by a very impressive list of advance registrations...from almost every
Centre in the organization.

There have been a few last minute changes in the agenda.

These will be

evident to you in the latest printed agenda, which is attached as part of this
month's copy of STARDUST.

MEETING

NOTICE

The regular monthly meeting of the Edmonton Centre will be held on Thursday,
May 12th, at 8:15 p.m. in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. The evening will be
devoted primarily to discussion relating to the General Assembly, and the finalizing
of the details involved.

As this will undoubtedly be the most important meeting of the year, every

one is urged to attend. We are counting on each and every member of the Centre to
"pitch in" and help make the 1962 R.A.S.C. General Assembly a memorable event.

If time allows, following the "General Assembly Workshop"— slides will

be shownon the astronomical and space exhibits featured at the Seattle World's

Fair, the opening of which was attended by President and Mrs. Ian McLennan, and

Assembly Planning Chairman Franklin Loehde.
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1962 R.A.S.C. General Assembly;

Agenda.

Friday, May 18th:
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.

Registration, Mezzanine Floor, Macdonald Hotel.

6:30 p.m.

Opening banquet
banquet (tendered
vx.ena.erea by
Dy rae
oy of
ux Edmonton.)
duiuuuuuii, / »— i m; .j y^^
Opening
the 01
City

-\i^\^L ^Banquet Chairman, Prof. E.S.Keeping, Hon. Pres. Edmonton Centre.
^^r^w9£*S,e:
Dr' F' M* M111™111* Ottawa.
agfelSbme from the Edmonton Centre: I. C. McLennan, President.
Welcome from the Province of Alberta: Hon. A. R. Patrick

Provincial Secretary.

Welcome from the City of Edmonton: His Worship Mayor E.E.Roper.

V^ Gratitude: Miss R.J. Northcott,,^National President, R.A.S.C.
t- (^Introductions. '*]'j'1)|iff" "^^Wr^^
Intermission, about 15 minutes.
The Presidential address:

Dr. P.M. Millman,
Retiring President, R.A.S.C.
Presentation to Dr. Millman by E.M. Milton,

9:00 p.m.

(publicAinvited)

on behalf of the Edmonton Centre.

Presentation of R.A.S.C. Service Awards:

Miss R.J. Northcott.

(Citations read by J.E. Kennedy, National Secretary.)

Announcements: F.C. Loehde, Chairman, Assembly Committee.
Adjournment.

iVM*q> ArMMM*/

Saturday, May 19th:

R.A.S.C. Paper Session, Room 126 (Amphitheatre) in the

9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

12:li5 P.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Math-Physics Building, University of Alberta.

*--Lunch at Residence Building, your choice. J.^fJ^ ffthifi^-

TvTour of the Northern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium.
R.A.S.C. Council Meeting (official delegates) at
Edmonton House.

Free afternoon for non-council members.

(Tours of the

University and City may be arranged; R.A.S.C. Centres'
exhibits open, Math-Physics Building.)

Banquet (tendered by the Government of the Province of Alberta.)

in the Macdonald Hotel (Malipfttc-Room) ^^j^»^yj

Chairman:

I.C. McLennan, President, Ectaonton Centi

Grace:

Speaker:

Hon. R.D. Jorgenson, Welfare Minister,
Province of Alberta.

Gratitude:

Dr. K.O. Wright, vice-presiden,t, R.A.S.C,

Announcements.- ^V&
LC
- 10:00 V.m.

Idjournment.

M>l!«to»A

''J

Visit to the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium,

(courtesy City of Edmonton Parks and Recreation Department.)
continued.......
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R.A.S.C. General Assembly Agenda, continued:

Sunday, May 20th:

9:00 am

Leave for Meanook, Alberta, and visit to the Meanook
Meteor Observatory.

(One bus each leaves the Macdonald Hotel and University

residence.)

11:00 am

12:15 pm

Arrive Observatory, and commence tour.

(Under the

direction of J. Grant, Observatory director.)
Box lunch on Observatory grounds,

Edmonton Centre.)

1:30 pm

Board buses for return to Edmonton.

3:30 pm

Arrive Edmonton.

(provided by the

At this point, several members attending the General Assembly may wish to
proceed to Calgary and Banff for a program arranged by the Calgary Centre
of the R.A.S.C.

©There is a flight leaving Edmonton at 1*:30 pm, arriving Calgary 5:20 pm.

Delegates from the east or west coast will be able to take this flight as

part of their return ticket home at no extra charge.

In addition, there is a train which leaves Edmonton at 6:00 pm, arriving

in Calgary 9:30 pm. Members will be responsible for making their own
arrangements regarding accomodation in Calgary overnight.

Here is the agenda for Monday, May 21st, as arranged by the Calgary Centre!
1.

Leave Calgary Bus Depot, at 8 am.

2.

Arrive in Banff at 9:U5 am.

3. Gondola lift to the top of Sulphur Mountain.
U.

Visit Cosmic Ray Observatory on mountain-top.

5.

Box lunch.

6.

Return to bus.

7.

Side trip to Lake Minnewanka.

8.

Visit to Calgary Power control center at Seebe.

9.

Arrive back in Calgary, at 1*:00 pm.

10.

Dinner, 6:30 pm.

Total cost of trip and dinner, $12.00 per person.
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AURORA REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1961....

Earl R.V. Milton.

The year 1961 showed the effects of the slowly declining solar activity.

Although the number of displays observed was higher than in I960, the number of southsky and spectacular were down in 1961.
With only one (and sometimes two) regular Edmonton observers, we are indebted

to our two rural observers, Walter Scheuerman and Walter Nacuk who helped keep the
coverage of the sky adequate.

Despite the fact that only six auroral displays were recorded in Calgary, one
of these filled a hole in our recfords, as clouds had masked the display from all the

northern stations.

It is extremely advantageous to have-observers scattered over a

wide area, as in the case of the aurora program, however, the observers themselves
would rather have company than to "toil alone" as they are doing now.

So why don't you recruit yourself to help Walter, Walter, and Earl in the

coming year.

'Look at the green of the sky.'

E.M.

Mar

Apr

May

* - Cloud cover above normal
o - Cloud cover below normal

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Average monthly number of observers:
Total Auroras seen:
151

Total reports of displays:

3

268.

Number of reports:
Miles:

Milton

Nacuk
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/Number of overhead auroras, 1961.
80
THE APPARENT GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF AURORAS.

compiled by Earl R.V. Milton.

Total displays:

Edmonton, 86

Thorsby, 1*2
Bashaw,
61
Calgary,"6"
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Some time during June of the year 1922, I had an experience of a rather startling
nature and also of some astronomical significance. The time was around midnight of a

fine summer night; the location, a prairie road about ten miles west of Lloydminster.
I was astonished to see the whole Countryside lighted up with a greenish glow, with the
source of light apparently behind me. I turned my head in time to see a large fire-ball
descend at an angle of about forty-five degrees from north to east, and disappear in

perfect silence below the horizon. Dazzled and somewhat confused, I found myself still
walking and almost falling over a small willow bush at the side of the trail, I recov
ered my wits and proceeded on my journey without further incident.
As at that time I had no particular interest in astronomy, I did not report my
view of the fire-ball to anyone. Nor did I see any account of anyone else having a
similar experience. As I recalled the flash afterwards, - the whole country-side was
illuminated as brightly as if the full moon had been shining, though the object itself
appeared by no means as large. There was no doubt as to the brilliance of the flash I had to turn clear around in order to see it, after being forewarned by the light in
front of me.

That happened almost forty years ago. I wonder if any other "old-timer" who reads
this account in "Stardust" saw the same object and can add anything to my description?

—

Some Notes on the Edmonton Centre

of the

Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

Submitted by:

Mrs. J. W. Campbell

1932 - 191*1*

In 1923 Dr. J. W. Campbell, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy at the
University of Alberta received permission from the University to purchase in Victoria,
B. C, a 1* inch refracting telescope. This telescope became the property of the
department of Mathematics.

Interest in Astronomy grew in Edmonton and on March 1, 1932 the first meeting
of the newly-authorized centre as such, was held in the Arts Building, U of A, with
Dr. J. W. Campbell acting as chairman. A letter from Dr. R, K. Young, president of
the Society, giving permission to form' the Edmonton centre was read. Then, to have
some starting point from which to work, and on which to build the new constitution,
the by-laws and constitution of the London centre were proposed, the result being

their almost entire adoption. The speaker'for the evening was Mr. Kenneth E. McShane
who gave a short talk on the variable star, Algol.
Thus the Edmonton Centre got off to a good start and their reports published

in the Journals of those years tell of many interesting papers being given and also

of the showing of astronomical films.

On March 12, 1936, a special meeting was arranged on the occasion of the

presentation by the Edmonton Centre to the University of Alberta of a set of ten
transparencies of astronomical subjects obtained from Yerkes and Mount Wilson

Observatories.

The transparencies are still permanently mounted in a conspicuous

position in the Arts Building.

On September 21*, 1938, the annual picnic was held under ideal weather conditions

and some 15 members observed various planets and other celestial objects through Mr.

Wates'9 inch reflector.

From its start the Edmonton Centre looked forward to having an Observatory.
Mr. C. G, Wates, an ardent amateur astronomer and an early president of the Centre had
made a 12 inch telescope and in 191*1 offered it to the University.

At the January 8th, 191*2 meeting, Dr. J. W. Campbell announced that the
University had agreed to accept the gift of Mr. C. G. Wates* new 12 inch telescope
and to build a small observatory to house it, as well as the 1* inch refracting scope.
In June 191+2' the work of constructing the Observatory was begun,but at the
meeting on October 8, 191*2 Dr. Campbell reported that progress of the University
Observatory was late because of wet weather in June and the Works Department having
other rush jobs in July.

The Centre's Report for 191*3 reads:"0f special note to Edmonton astronomers
was the official opening of the new observatory in May." At that time the roll of the
Centre consisted of 55 regular members and 7 associate members.

At the meeting on November 11, 191*3 it was reported that the key map of the

moon's surface was framed and ready to hang beside the model in the new observatory.
At the meeting on March 9, 191*1*, Dr. Campbell congratulated Mr. Wates on the

well-deserved winning of the Chant Medal and read a letter from Dr. Newton, University

c

of Alberta president, extending his appreciation.

On May 25, 191*1*, Dr. C. S, Beals of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory,

Victoria, B. C. was the special speaker and he congratulated Edmonton on having a new
observatory and a fine telescope.

OBSERVERS' GROUP

by Rickey Salmon

The Observers' group has met each Thursday at 8:30 p.m. faithfully, every
week ever since it was formed. There are only 8 members, of which 5 are boys.
We are trying our best to do some observing but we need more members to help us.
Lately, due to cloudy conditions, we have not been able to observe, so we
discuss our problems and thus help one another. We sometimes go into the
Planetarium Dome Room and use the equipment to test our skill in finding Messier
objects and constellations.

Any person who has done some observing of heavenly bodies, but who does
not wish to come to the meetings should if possible give us any information, no
matter how small it may seem to you.

COMET 1962_(c)_-_Seki-Lines.
One of the observing highlights of the year for the Edmonton Centre was the
sighting and recording of observations made during the appearance of Comet Seki-Lines.

The comet was first sighted in Edmonton on Saturday evening, April 7th, by a
number of observers gathered outside the Planetarium. These included William Burley,
Franklin Loehde, Ian and Adrienne McLennan, and Bill Cable. In another part of the
city, Earl Milton's thespian activities didn't prevent him from peeling out of the
Walterdale Playhouse to record the event. Ricky Salmon and Edgar Stong were among
others who made individual sightings of the comet on that and subsequent evenings.

A great deal of public interest was aroused by the cosmic visitor and a
re-creation of the comet's appearance was featured in the planetarium star theatre
during the month of April,

60 Aries'

Sketch of Comet 1962 (c)
Stardust,

A monthly newsletter
of the R.A.S.C,
Edmonton Centre.

by Earl Milton,

April U+th, 1962,
01*00 h., U.T.,
7 X 50 binoculars,
Magnitude, +3.

Editor,

(Mrs.) Adrienne McLennan,
- Exceptionally brilliant
head.
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